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Abstract
A comprehensive study of odd-A rotational bands in normally deformed rare-earth

nuclei indicates that a large number of seniority-one configurations (21% for odd-Z nuclei)
at low spin have moments of inertia nearly identical to that of the seniority-zero
configuration of the neighboring even-even nucleus with one less nucleon. It is difficult to
reconcile these results with conventional models of nuclear pair correlation, which predict
variations of about 15% in the moments of inertia of configurations differing by one unit in
seniority.

!. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of identical bands (i.e., rotational bands with identical moments of

inertia) in neighboring odd and even-even nuclei has received a great deal of attention

(Refs. 1-5). To put the significance of this unexpected discovery in perspective, a short

review of the factors that influence nuclear moment of inertia is in order.

Shortly after the formulation of the BCS pairing theory more than thirty years ago,

Migdal demonstrated that the moments of inertia associated with one-quasiparticle states

should be larger than those of the ground-state configurations of the neighboring even-even

nuclei by about 15% (Ref. 6). This is the consequence of a reduced BCS pairing gap, A,

that results when the contributions of the occupied orbital to the pairing field are blocked by

the Pauli principle. The above conclusion was based on the implicit assumption that the

shape polarization effects due to the odd nucleon are relatively small. In a more general

expression derived by Migdal (Ref. 6), nuclear moment of inertia (Mol) may be written as

a logarithmic function of x = [(n(O0) e]/(2A) , where (hco0) is the harmonic oscillator

quantum, and e is the quadrupole deformation. The value of x for moderate deformations

and rare-earth nuclei is nearly one, for which value the fractional change in the Mol

becomes very close to the fractional change in x. Other factors that may contribute to the

odd-even difference in the Mol are a small (about 1%) contribution due to the mass term,

and variation of the alignment of the valence quasiparticle with spin. With the exception of

the shape polarization, all these factors tend to increase the Mol of an odd-A nucleus
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relative to its "core", taken to be the adjacent even-even nucleus with one less nucleon.

The shape polarization increases with the softness of the core, and serves to increase

(decrease) the quadrupole deformation and, hence, Mol of odd-A systems when the

unpaired nucleon occupies a high-j, low-K. (high-K) configuration. Thus, it has been

generally believed that at low spins, where pairing correlations are important, the odd-even

difference in the Mol is positive and in the range of 10-20%. In a comprehensive survey

of the nuclear Mol in mid-seventies, Bohr and Mottelson concluded that this expectation

was generally born out by the data then available (Ref. 7). The existence of identical bands

(IB) at low spins is, therefore, not only counterintuitive, but may also pose a challenge tc

current mean-field theories. After all, the concept of moment of inertia lies at the heart of

collective rotation which dominates the near-yrast structure of nuclei described by these

models. (Recent reports of IB's in nearby even-even nuclei (Refs. 8,9) compare bands

which have the same number of quasiparticles and, thus, do not probe the effects of

blocking on moments of inertia.)

In this paper, we present a systematic quantitative evaluation of the odd-even difference

in the Mol of the odd-Z bands in the rare-earth region. The identical bands may then be

defined as a subset of these bands whose Mol differ by a small amount (e.g., less than 2%)

from the Mol of their adjacent even-even nuclei. The advantage of such a systematic

analysis is that one may inquire if the suspected anomalies are encountered only in the

special class of identical bands, or are observed in other bands as well. Moreover, the

known spins, configurations and excitation energies of the normally-deformed bands

would enable us to investigate the origin of these anomalies, and hopefully identify certain

factors and circumstances that may be responsible for their emergence.

2. METHODOLOGY

Naturally, the starting point in the analysis of the odd-even difference in the Mol is the

adoption of a methodology that is maximally sensitive to the dynamic moment of inertia of

the two bands, and as free as possible from biases introduced by, e.g., spins or the K-

values of the bands, which are subject to experimental uncertainties This implies that the

analysis should take into account differences in the gamma ray energies, rather than their

absolute vaiues. Additionally, it would be desirable to adopt a method that is equally

applicable to the superdeformed (SD) bands, whose spins are not determined

experimentally.



An obvious method would be to compare the dynamic moments of inenia of the two

bands as determined from fits to the Harris expansion of spins in powers of rotational

frequency (Ref. 10):

l + \/2 = i0 + (J0 + J]co2)co, (1)

where / is the spin, co = [Ey{I +1 -» / - 1)] / 2 is the rotational frequency, and IQ is the

initial alignment (i.e., the spin value at zero rotational frequency). The quantity in

parentheses is the second-order Harris expansion of the moment of inertia. (Note that, as

discussed in Ref. 11, it is necessary to explicitly include io in the above equation when

Harris expansion is applied to the excited bands.) However, we have decided against this

option because of the fact that the Harris parameters JQ and J\ depend sensitively on how

many and which members of the band are included in the least-square fitting procedure.

Instead, we have adopted a technique which utilizes the relative alignments of the two

bands. (Relative alignment is defined as the difference in the spins of the two bands at

constant rotational frequency, co.) It may be easily shown that the proposed method is

equivalent to the Harris expansion of spin differences (or relative alignments) of the two

bands in powers of co.

Recalling definition of the dynamic moment of inertia for odd- and even-mass nuclei:

J°=dl° Idco,J' = dI' idea, (2)

the odd-even difference in Mol, 5J°'C is given by:

5/°-' = J°-J< = d[l" -l'\ldoa = d(i°-')/dco, (3)

where i ' is the relative alignment of the two bands. Combining Eqs. (2) & (3) results in:

8J°-' /J° = d(i°-')/d(I°), (4)

which implies that the fractional change in the moment of inertia of the odd-A nucleus

relative to its even-even neighbor is simply the slope of the i"~' vs. /" curve (or

"alignment plot" for short). Thus, die fractional change in the Mol for the nth state: in the

band may be approximated by

[fi/°"/y°i. = (Cr-O/2. (5)



The overall change may then be obtained by averaging these values over the band members

of interest.

In cases where the fractional change in Mol is independent of spin, the relative alignment

becomes a linear function of spin. (This implies that the quadratic and all higher-order

terms in the Harris expansion are identical in the adjacent odd- and even-mass nuclei.) The

constant slope of this linear function, as determined by, e.g., a least-square fitting

procedure, would yield the fractional change in the Mol. The value of the relative

alignment, i°~' , at spin /°=l/2 gives the initial alignment of the odd-A band relative to the

reference ground-state band in the even-even nucleus. This quantity, which depends

sensitively on the single-panicle configuration of the band, provides an important test of

the model calculations.

Figure 1 shows an (N,Z) map of the /""' vs. /" plots for the known [402J5/2 proton

configurations in the rare-earth region. The neutron- and proton-numbers are indicated

horizontally and vertically, respectively. Also given for each nucleus are the slopes (top

numbers) and the y-intercept (bottom numbers) of the fitted linear functions, shown

graphically. We have obtained similar maps for other proton configurations in this region.

Interestingly, the linearity assumption is born out for the majority of these plots, with only

a few exceptions. Thus, the fitted slopes aie an accurate indicator of the constant value of

the fractional change in the Mol of these bands. For example, the value of 0.012 indicated

for the slope of the [412]5/2 band in ,45Lu71 implies a change of 1.2% in the moment of

inertia of this band relative to the Mol of the ground state band in 1M Yb . Similarly, the

relative initial alignment of these two bands is -0.27 ti, as indicated by the bottom number

in the plot for N=94, Z=71.

As mentioned above, the fact that the majority of the alignment plots are linear implies

tha: the J\ and higher-order terms in the Harris expansion [Eq. (1)] are the sam=i for both

the core, and the excited bands in the adjacent odd-Z nucleus. Therefore, the analysis

method employed in this work is equivalent to the alternative procedure whereby the odd-

even difference in the Mol is obtained from fits to a first-order Harris expansion of the

differences in the spins of the two bands. Naturally, one could include higher-order terms

in the Harris expansion of relative alignments if the linearity assumption is not warranted.

3. ANALYSIS

We have employed the above procedure to analyze the odd-even difference in the

moments of inertia of 178 rotational bands in odd-Z rare-earth nuclei with Z = 67-77 and

N = 90-110 for which spin, parity, and configuration assignments exist in data bases
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(Refs. 12,13). The reference bands consisted of the ground-state bands in the neighboring

even-even isotones or isotopes having one less proton. Whenever possible, the two

signature partners of the K?l,2 bands were combined and fitted ^^n'taneously. The

signature partners of K=l/2 bands, which have a large signature splitting, were analyzed

separately. The total number of transitions in each band, varied from 3 to 14.

In the context of the low-spin bands, we have defined identical bands as those with a

fractional change in the Mol of 2% or less. According to this criterion, nearly 21% of the

analyzed bands form identical bands. The present results are in good accord with the 30%

fraction found in Ref. 5, which defined identical bands by a different criterion. The present

analysis gives a few pans per thousand change in the Mol of the identical superdeformed

bands in the A=150 and A=190 mass region.

As an example of "identical bands", three decay sequences in 171Lu are compared in

Figure 2 with i rotational core defined by the yrast sequence of 170Yb, the neighboring

isotone with one less proton (Ref. 12). The variations between the transition energies of

the [404]7/2 band in 171Lu and the corresponding values in the 170Yb core (shown in

parenthesis in Figure 2a) are small, indicating nearly equal dynamical moments of inenia

for these bands. The alignments of the [404]7/2, [402]5/2, and [514]9/ single quasiproton

bands in 171Lu are shown in Figure 2c. The alignments for all three configurations remain

nearly constant, indicating that all these seniority-one (i.e., one-quasiproton) configurations

have nearly identical moments of inenia to that of the seniority-zero yrast configuration of
170Yb. In Figure 2b, the plots for the [404]7/2 and [402]5/2 configurations of 171Lu and

the yrast configuration of 170Yb fall o i nearly identical curves, resulting in nearly zero

alignments. In contrast, the [514]9/2 plot parallels the 170Yb curve, but is displaced

upward by an average alignment of /av = 1 ̂ - These data present a serious challenge to the

traditional picture of monopole pairing correlations which has been in vogue for more than

three decades In order to characterize this unexpected result, the Z, N, configuration, and

excitation-energy dependence of the normally-deformed identical bands were investigated.

The initial alignments for the 37 identical bands (i.e., a fractional change in the Mol of <

2%) are displayed in Table 1 as a function of Z, N, and Nilsson configuration. The last

two rows of the table show, for each of the listed configurations, the number of bands

analyzed and the frequency of observing identical bands. Surprisingly, 21% of the

analyzed bands form identical bands. The occurrence of IB becomes even more prevalent

if configurations that contribute large terms to the moments of inenia (e.g., [660] 1/2 or

[541] 1/2) and nuclei with N < 93, which are easily polarized by the valence nucleons, are

omitted from the analysis. Indeed, there is a clear increase in the tendency to encounter IB

for nuclei with N > 100. These nuclei are among the best rotors and have stable P2
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Table 1
Initial alignment ot identical rotational bands as a function ol element, neutron number (N)
and Nilsson asymptotic quantum numbers. Dashes indicate known bands with a fractional
change in the Moi > 2%. The last two rows give the total number of bands analyzed, and
their~percentage forming identical bands for each configuration. Nuclei which have no
identical band are not listed in the table. An (*) for the entries indicates the favored member
o( the K=l/2 bands. No identical bands are observed for the [660] 1/2 and [400J1/2
configurations.

Element
N |402'5,1: [40417/2 [41111/2 [41113/2 [54111/2 [52317/2 [51419/2 [505111/2
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deformations. A preliminary' analysis of odd-neutron rare-eanh nuclei indicates that though

many neutron-based identical bands with similar characteristics exist, their occurrence is

less frequent than those based on protons.



Our previous analysis of the IB's in Ret. 5 showed a clear correlation between the

frequency of IB< and the K-value of the band. For example, 56% of the observed

identical bands were based on the deformation aligned [404)7/2 and [402J5/2 orbitals. In

contrast, no IB was observed for the [660] 1/2 configuration. We had suggested that this

trend might be related to the opposite shape polarization effects of the high- and low-K

orbitals which, respectively, decrease and increase the Mol of the odd-A bands.

Interestingly, this correlation is absent or much weaker in the more quantitative analysis of

the Viol presented here. For example, the frequencies of observing IB's based on the high-

K [514)9/2 and the low-K [541)1/2 configurations are nearly similar. As in Ref. 5, no

IBs were observed in nine occurrences of the [660)1/2 configuration.

Perhaps the strongest challenge to the conventional BCS theory of pairing comes from

identical bands differing by two quasiparticles. The K71 values of these excited bands in the

seniority-two systems suggest the involvement of the two orbitals that also give rise to

identical bands in the neighboring seniority-one systems. For example, the K^ = 6+

identical band in 17~Hf shown in Figure 2 is consistent with the coupling of

7r[404]7/2®7r[402)5/2 configuration to the 170Yb core. Indeed, the systematic occurrence

of seniority-two KK = 6+ identical bands in i72-i7SHf (/av = -0.-2, -0.57, -0.02, and

-0.12, respectively) coincides with the occurrence of [404J7/2 and [402J5/2 identical bands

in the neighboring odd-A 171"177Lu nuclei (see Table 1). Analogous to 192Hg, 170Yb acts

as a '.-ore for many of the seniority-one and -two identical bands in its neighboring nuclei.

Other examples of nearly identical bands which may be built around the 170Yb core include

the [v[521]l/2 ® v[512]5/2) configuration in 1 7 2Yb (K71 = 3+, iav = 1.3), and the

{v[521)l/2® T:[404]7/2) bands in 172Lu (K« = 3", zav = 0.6; K* = 4", /av = 1.1). (The

similarity of the K7t= 4" band in 174Lu and the [404)7/2 bands in the neighboring 173-175Lu

nuclei has been noted previously in Ref. 14.) The systematic existence of seniority-zero,

-one and -two configurations with identical moments of inertia defy the conventional

interpretation of moments of inertia in terms of the mean-field approach. Such

configurations must have significantly different pairing correlations and, therefore, for an

occupation of two quasipanicles are expected to exhibit as much as a 30% increase in their

moments of inenia.

To further investigate the deformation dependence of IB's, large-deformation bands with

(3: = 0.35 in the A = 130 region were also examined (Ref. 15). These deformations are

intermediate between those of the normally-deformed and superdeformed bands. Two

identical bands based on neutron excitation, 132Ce - 136Nd and 135Nd - 136Nd, were

identified. Because the spins of these bands are not known, only their incremental



alignment Mod(/,2) = 1.8/i and 0.67h respectively, could be determined. The existence of

identical bands at a variety of deformations is a clear indication that these bands are not

critically linked to the p : (or (3a) shape parameters via any yet-to-be discovered

symmetries. Rather, emergence of IB's at large and superdeformed shapes is facilitated by

(i) stable and large quadrupole deformation of the core, and (ii) the weakening of the

pairing correlations at high spins.

An important question raised in connection with the superdeformed IB's is whether or

not their alignments are integer (Ref. 3). In contrast to the superdeformed cases, the spins,

excitation energies, and configurations of the identical bands studied here are known,

allowing unambiguous determination of their alignments. In view of the common

occurrence of the IB's based on a variety of configurations and at various deformations, it

is doubtful that any microscopic mechanism based on accidental cancellations (Refs. 16,17)

can provide a viable explanation. Therefore, we compare the alignments shown in Table 1

with predictions of two phenomenological models which ub uvo assume identical moments

of inertia for the core and the neighboring odd-A systems. In the strong-coupling limit of

the panicle-rotor model, alignments of the K=l/2 bands are given as 2i = (-1)1"1/2 a, where

I is the spin and a is the decoupling parameter. Relative alignment is zero for the K*l/2

states. In the pseudo SU(3) model and its phenomer.ological variants that invoke L - S

coupling to explain alignments of the identical bands, i =± 0.5 ft for the normal-parity

seniority-one bands relative to their even-even cores. The seniority-two bands in the

pseudospin-one (S = l) state have an alignment of \ti. relative to their seniority-zero

configurations. (The "triplet pairing" scenario suggested in Refs. 2,3 postulates that

integer alignments may result from the S = 1 state of the vacuum.) The intruder orbitals fall

outside the scope of this model.

Alignments of the normal-parity orbitals, and in particular the [402]-[404] pseudospin

doublets, provide a unique opportunity to clearly distinguish between the strong-coupling,

the pseudo.SU(3), and the "triplet pairing" scenarios which give, respectively, i = 0, 0.5,

and 1 ft for the K*l/2 orbitals. Barring a few exceptions, the observed alignments shown

in Table 1 are in good accord with the predictions of the strong-coupling scheme, and

provide no evidence for quantized alignments of 0.5 or 1 ti. The fact that constant

alignments: (i) exist for both normal-parity and intruder states, (ii) are generally

nonquantized, (iii) are present at very low frequencies, and (iv) are occasionally negative

(e.g., i=- 0.5 h for the lowest KK = 6+ bands in 172 '174Hf) argues against rotational

alignment of pseuaospin as a general explanation for IB's. Nearly all the N = 5 identical

bands exhibit (non-quantized) anomalous alignments. Within the panicle-rotor model,

these alignments arise naturally from the mixing of the highly alignable [550] 1/2 intruder



orbital into the [5231"/-. '514|LV2, and [505] 11/2 Nilsson-model states by the Conolis

force. The particle-rotor model, however, is not able to describe the experimental

alignments quantitatively.

4. SUMMARY

A systematic analysis of about 200 one- and two-quasipanicle bands in the rare-earth

region re veiled an anomalously large number of identical bands (21% for odd-Z nuclei) at

low spin and normal deformation. The existence of the identical bands at deformations

intermediate between normal and superdeformed was also established. The frequent

existence ot identical bands for an extended range of deformations (varying from [3T = 0.25

to O.ti) indicates that such occurrences are not restricted to the domain of superdefonned

nuclei. The systematic* of the identical bands suggest that they share a common basis and

that the large stable deformation and the weaker pairing correlations of the superdeformed

bands simply facilitate the manifestation of this phenomenon. The alignments of these

bands in normally-deformed nuclei, unambiguously determined, are not quantized, and do

not seem to be the result of the rotational alignment of pseudospin. It is doubtful that anv

of the conventional mean field theories can explain the origin of these bands or the

systematics of their alignments. In particular, the reduction of the BCS pairing correlations

due to the blocking of one and two orbitals implies large changes (up to 30%) in the

moments of inertia and cannot be reconciled with these systematics. Likewise, both the

lack of a dependence of IB's on the bandhead excitation energy and the fact that IB's are

more frequently observed for an odd-A nucleus and the even-even system with one less

particle instead of the average of the two neighboring even-even systems are

counterintuitive to pair correlations. It remains to be seen whether extensions of the present

mean field theories will succeed in accounting for the data, or whether a new, fresh

approach to account for short-range interactions is necessary.
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